We report the first spatially resolved measurements of the time dependence of high-order harmonic radiation. We have measured the time evolution of the harmonic distribution at the exit of the gas jet for the 13th harmonic ͑l 60 nm͒ generated in a low-density xenon jet by a 780 nm, 1 ps chirped laser pulse in the 10 13 10 14 W cm 22 range. We show that the harmonic source can become annular with a radius that increases in time during the laser pulse owing primarily to ionization depletion of the neutral medium. Under certain focusing conditions, we demonstrate that this can lead to significant harmonic pulse shortening. [S0031-9007(97)05277-0] PACS numbers: 42.65. Ky, 06.60.Jn, 32.80.Rm, 42.65.Re High-order harmonic generation (HHG) [1] provides a unique source of high brightness, coherent radiation in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) region of the spectrum and is thus of considerable interest from an applications viewpoint. The properties of the harmonic radiation are also an important probe of both the high-intensity laseratom interaction and the physics of the phase-matching process.
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We report the first spatially resolved measurements of the time dependence of high-order harmonic radiation. We have measured the time evolution of the harmonic distribution at the exit of the gas jet for the 13th harmonic ͑l 60 nm͒ generated in a low-density xenon jet by a 780 nm, 1 ps chirped laser pulse in the 10 13 10 14 W cm 22 range. We show that the harmonic source can become annular with a radius that increases in time during the laser pulse owing primarily to ionization depletion of the neutral medium. Under certain focusing conditions, we demonstrate that this can lead to significant harmonic pulse shortening. High-order harmonic generation (HHG) [1] provides a unique source of high brightness, coherent radiation in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) region of the spectrum and is thus of considerable interest from an applications viewpoint. The properties of the harmonic radiation are also an important probe of both the high-intensity laseratom interaction and the physics of the phase-matching process.
The time dependence of high harmonic radiation is perhaps the least well characterized aspect of the process, largely due to the difficulties in making timeresolved measurements at high harmonic wavelengths ͑ϳ5 100 nm͒. Streak cameras have been used to time resolve relatively low-order harmonics that were generated with laser pulses of 50-150 ps duration [2, 3] , but they have insufficient resolution to time resolve harmonics pulses much shorter than 1 ps. Only a few experiments have been conducted to time resolve high harmonics with femtosecond resolution, all of them based on pump-probe type schemes [4] [5] [6] . In those experiments, the harmonic radiation was refocused into the pump-probe interaction region, so the pulse duration measurements were spatially integrated. In this Letter we report the first spatially resolved measurements of the subpicosecond time evolution of high harmonic radiation.
In our experiment, the harmonic radiation is time resolved using a novel technique which we call chirped pulse spectroscopy. Using a chirped laser pulse, we record the spectrum of the harmonics using a conventional time-integrating XUV detector. The time resolution comes from the linear frequency chirp on the laser pulse, which means that the instantaneous laser frequency is a linear function of time, v 1 ͑t͒ v 0 1 bt, where b is the chirp parameter. Under conditions where additional time-dependent frequency shifts of the harmonic radiation (e.g., due to ionization [7] or the theoretically predicted intensity-dependent atomic dipole phase [8] ) are small compared to the harmonic bandwidth, the instantaneous harmonic frequency is simply qv 1 ͑t͒, where q is the harmonic order. Hence, the harmonic is also linearly chirped allowing a linear transformation of the frequency or wavelength axis of the harmonic spectrum into time.
A linearly chirped laser pulse can be produced readily in a chirped pulse amplification (CPA) laser system by changing the separation of the compressor gratings relative to the optimum-compression position [9] . If the compressed pulse duration is t 1 (assumed to be a transform-limited Gaussian pulse with a bandwidth Dv 1 ) and the chirped pulse duration is t c ¿ t 1 , the chirp parameter is given by b ഠ 2͑͞t c t 1 ͒ Dv 1 ͞t c . The temporal dispersion at the harmonic wavelength is thus given by dt͞dlj l 1 ͞q qt c ͞Dl 1 (to first order in bt͞v 0 ), and the temporal resolution is t res qt c Dl spec ͞Dl 1 , where Dl 1 2pcDv 1 ͞v 2 0 is the laser bandwidth and Dl spec is the spectral resolution. Note that this estimate of the temporal resolution is valid provided t res is greater than the transform limit associated with the spectral resolution, as is the case in this experiment.
We used a 160 fs Ti:sapphire CPA laser capable of producing pulses with energy up to 60 mJ at a 10 Hz repetition rate [10] . The FWHM bandwidth of the pulses was Dl 1 65 Å centered at a wavelength of l 1 780 nm. To obtain a positive ͑b . 0͒ or negative ͑b , 0͒ chirped pulse we, respectively, decreased or increased the separation of the compressor gratings while ensuring that the beam alignment and pulse spectrum remained unchanged. The chirped pulse FWHM duration was set to t c ഠ 1 ps ͑b ഠ 61.25 3 10 25 s 22 ͒ by changing the compressor grating separation while monitoring the pulse duration using a single-shot autocorrelator.
The linearly polarized laser pulse was focused by an f͞17 lens into a pulsed gas jet. Beam profiling indicated a confocal parameter b ഠ 2 mm and focal spot diameter 2w 0 ഠ 50 mm. The harmonics were detected with a microchannel plate detector producing a twodimensional single-shot image with wavelength dispersion in one direction and spatial resolution in the orthogonal direction. We observed the 13th harmonic spectrum in the second diffraction order of a 2400 lines͞mm grating ͑Dl spec ഠ 0.5 Å͒, giving t res ഠ 100 fs.
To minimize the effects of ionization blueshifting [7] , the Xe density in the gas jet was ϳ5 3 10 16 cm 23 . The amount of ionization induced blueshifting was estimated by generating the 13th harmonic with the 160 fs compressed pulse for intensities in the range 10 13 10 14 W cm 22 . A maximum shift of ϳ0.1 Å was observed. For the chirped pulse, a shift of this size would produce a temporal shift of ϳ10 fs. The blueshift will actually be lower for the chirped pulse due to its longer duration, and hence its effects here are negligible. The intensity-dependent atomic dipole phase can also effect the linearity of the harmonic chirp. A worst-case estimate based on the theoretical results of Lewenstein et al. [8] indicates that for the 1 ps laser pulse, the resulting nonlinear harmonic chirp does not significantly affect the linearity of this technique. Figure 1 shows two spatially and temporally resolved images of the 13th harmonic emission for negative (left half of figure) and positive (right half) laser chirp. The jet was positioned 5 mm before the laser best focus and 20 cm ͑¿b͒ from the entrance slit of a 1-m imaging spectrometer. The peak intensity in the Xe jet was 1.3 3 10 14 W cm 22 for both cases, an intensity at which significant ionization occurs. The vertical axis is the harmonic divergence, while the horizontal axis is the pulse wavelength or time. The temporal peak of the laser pulse (vertical dotted line) is taken to be the center of the spectrum of the 13th harmonic generated with the 160 fs compressed pulse under conditions where ionization induced blueshifting was completely negligible (any spectral broadening due to the predicted intensity-dependent dipole phase should be symmetric about the spectrum center for the case where ionization is negligible). The cres-FIG. 1. Spatiotemporal images of the 13th harmonic source distribution for negative and positive chirped laser pulses at a peak intensity of 1.3 3 10 14 W cm 22 . The dotted vertical line corresponds to the temporal peak of the laser pulse ͑t 0͒, while the dotted horizontal line is the laser axis ͑r 0͒. cent shapes reveal that at early time (largest wavelength shift from the center) the harmonic emission is initially peaked on axis and then becomes annular with a radius which increases with time during the rising edge of the laser pulse. This picture is confirmed by the fact that the crescent reverses direction when the sign of the chirp (and hence the time arrow) is reversed. The observed spatiotemporal distribution is the same as the harmonic near-field (or source) distribution that has been predicted from modeling of harmonic emission in the presence of ionization [11, 12] . The observation of the predicted nearfield distribution in the far field suggests that the harmonic emission at the exit of the gas jet is already in its far field.
This picture of the harmonic emission is confirmed by an investigation of the spatiotemporal harmonic distribution as a function of laser intensity. Figures 2(a) 
13 W cm 22 . The images in the top row are the experimental data (for b . 0), each one averaged over ϳ100 laser shots, while those in the bottom row are simulations of the harmonic emission at the exit of the gas target at the same peak intensity. The simulated spectra were calculated from a simple model of the harmonic generation that includes ionization of the nonlinear medium. In the plane-wave limit, with b ¿ L, where L (ഠ1 mm for the gas jet) is the interaction length, the harmonic intensity can be written as I q~N
2 , where we have used an effective power law formulation for the harmonic polarization, as described in Ref. [1] . Here, N 0 ͑r, t͒ is the neutral density which can become depleted in a spaceand time-dependent manner owing to ionization, I 1 ͑r, t͒ is the laser intensity (we assume a Gaussian laser pulse in space and time), p (9 [13] ) is the effective order of the process, Dk͑r, t͒ ͑pq͞l 1 ͒ ͓n e ͑r, t͒͞n crit ͔ is the phase mismatch due to dispersion from free electrons created by ionization, n e is the electron density, and n crit 1.8 3 10 21 cm 23 is the critical density at l 1 780 nm. Ionization is treated using tunneling ionization rates of Ammosov et al. for Xe [14] .
The evolution of the images with increasing intensity is accurately reproduced in the simulations. The model indicates that ionization depletion of the neutral medium is primarily responsible for the termination of the harmonic generation and the resulting crescent formation [for the low density jet we used, the electron phase mismatch is relatively small; e.g., the electron density arising from 50% ionization of the neutral medium leads to a reduction in the harmonic intensity by only a factor ͓sin͑DkL͞2͒͑͞DkL͞2͔͒ 2 ഠ 0.95]. For the lowest intensity in Fig. 2 , ionization levels are quite low (ϳ10% depletion of the neutrals on axis at the peak of the laser pulse) so the harmonic distribution in space and time is essentially the laser distribution raised to the pth power. For the higher intensities, significant depletion occurs during the laser pulse which modified FIG. 2 . Intensity evolution of the 13th harmonic source distribution. The experimental data are shown in the top row, simulations in the bottom row. The model does not include propagation of the harmonic from the gas jet to the detector, so for clarity the divergence in the simulations has been matched to the experimental data.
the harmonic distribution. The depleted region in the jet expands radially in time, confining the harmonic emission to an annulus limited on the outside by the nonlinear intensity dependence of the harmonic polarization. The crescent shape observed in the spatiotemporal images is thus the time dependence of a slice through this annular emitting region, as selected by the entrance slit of the spectrometer.
By radially integrating the harmonic signal in our 2D images at each time step we obtain the time dependence of the total harmonic yield. Figure 3 shows the results for images 3(a)-3(d) in the top row of Fig. 2 . As the intensity increases, the peak of the harmonic pulse moves earlier in time relative to the laser pulse as ionization occurs progressively earlier during the rising edge of the laser pulse. The slower falling edges of the harmonic pulses are due to harmonic generation continuing in the wings of the focal distribution after the center becomes depleted. At the lowest intensity in Fig. 2 , where ionization effects are small, the harmonic FWHM pulse duration is t q 250 fs 6 25%. This is consistent with the expected t c ͞ p p pulse width in the low intensity regime. The harmonic pulse durations were approximately the same for b , 0. The data in Fig. 2 also show that the harmonic pulse duration decreases with increasing intensity owing to ionization terminating the emission. The observed pulse shortening (about 10% for the highest intensity) is limited by the spatial integration that is normally inherent in harmonic pulsewidth measurements. Without this spatial integration, the pulse shortening arising from ionization can be much more significant, as is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . Here horizontal line-outs from Fig. 2(d ) (top row) at three different radial positions have been taken to obtain the time dependence of the harmonic emission at those positions. The pulse duration of the emission on axis is ϳ120 fs, about a factor of 2 shorter than the spatially integrated duration for this shot, and approximately 8 times shorter than the laser pulse.
An aspect of the data in Fig. 3 that is still not fully understood is the large temporal offset between the peak of the positively chirped laser pulse and the peak of the harmonic pulse ͑ϳ200 fs͒ at the lowest intensity ͑5.3 3 10 13 W cm 22 ͒. This shift was not observed for b , 0 at the same intensity. A similar difference between positive and negative chirp was observed by Zhou et al. [15] . They suggested that the negative chirp might partially stabilize the atom against ionization (compared to the positive chirp case), thus permitting the atom to survive to the peak of the pulse, whereas for the positive chirp, ionization occurs on the rising edge. This explanation does not appear to be applicable in our case, since there is no evidence for ionization terminating the emission in the low intensity positive chirp case, as this would manifest itself through the formation of a crescent in the 2D image, which is not observed in Fig. 2(a) . We are currently investigating other explanations, such as resonances effects, or residual atomic dipole phase effects.
We have examined the effect of changing the position of the gas jet relative to the laser focus. When the jet was moved to the other side of the focus (i.e., jet ϳ2b after focus), we found that, although the radially integrated harmonic pulse durations for a given intensity were similar to the jet-before-focus case, we could no longer resolve the annular structure of the harmonic source profile. Since ionization depletion effects should be unchanged by a symmetric shift of the jet about the best focus position, this observation means that when the jet was positioned after the focus, the harmonic source distribution was not preserved in propagating to the detector, suggesting that the harmonic radiation was in its quasinear field as it left the jet. This asymmetry is consistent with the atomic dipole phase being a decreasing function of intensity, as theoretically predicted [8] . The radial variation of the laser intensity means that this dipole phase would tend to flatten the harmonic phase front when the jet was after the focus, while increasing the phasefront curvature when the jet was positioned before the focus. We plan to discuss this further in a forthcoming article.
In conclusion, we have time-resolved harmonic radiation with a resolution of ϳ100 fs using linearly chirped laser pulses. By positioning the gas jet significantly before the laser focus, we found that we could measure the harmonic distribution at the exit of the nonlinear medium and thus record, for the first time, the time evolution of the harmonic source distribution. Our results show that the source can become annular with a radius that increases in time during the laser pulse due to ionization depletion of the neutral medium. We have also demonstrated that the harmonic pulse duration at a particular angle in the far field can be substantially shorter than the spatially integrated pulse duration. Obviously, harmonic pulse shortening in this way can be applied to shorter laser pulses. Our modeling indicates that for a 20 fs pulse at ϳ3 3 10 14 W cm 22 in Xe the 13th harmonic pulse duration on axis would be ϳ3 fs. The fact that the harmonic distribution at the exit of the jet can be preserved in propagating to the detector if the jet is positioned significantly before the focus implies that a small aperture on axis some distance from the laser focus would select this ultrashort harmonic pulse.
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